
Please stand by for real-time captions.  
>> LSCM Update and we talked a lot about a couple sessions different things happening that in this will 
give you more information about some of our initiatives and projects and things we have completed in 
May be completed FY 17 and taking on and new challenges and FY 18 so we will go over general slides as 
well we never know who was in the audience and some of you are old-timers and some of you are 
newbies and we know from our numbers there's over 100 new first-time attendees at the meeting so 
the way it goes is we will go over stuff and please ask any questions that you have about the program 
and boxes of shipments in what's going on we have a lot of our own staff from GPL who from the 
operation unit to answer the question so there should be somebody here who can answer your 
questions and feel free to get to the Mike and make sure you stayed where you are from and if we 
cannot answer the questions specifically if on has to go back and check the CDP ordered talk with 
cataloger will do that and make sure we get your card and get you the answers post conference.  So I 
think what we'll do first is do a quick agenda and this is what we will talk about we will talk about the 
organization and structure, superintendent of documents versus the library services and content 
management to give you a little overview of the distinction between those two organizations Rod a 
work, then we will talk about major initiatives and some of the next steps in 2018 things coming up and 
question-and-answer period Fong Robin and Anthony will talk about their organization and what they're 
up to.  And we will start.  The superintendent document sets strategic direction of the title 44 program 
and talk about the four major programs in the next couple slides. We support a lot of the strategic 
initiatives, we run the operation, we set policy and collect and analyze data and do outreach to various 
communities and collaborate with a lot of federal agencies, and we administer the FDLP and we do that 
in the superintendent of documents organization.  As well not only the FDLP the other programs the 
today's offers overseas publication information sales portion of the  
>> Organization which entails the online bookstore and are to will distribution facilities one and Laura 
warehouse Laurel Maryland and one in Pueblo Colorado.  We do a lot of work for other agencies + at the 
Laurel warehouse we prepare and distribute the FDLP depository shipments.  That is that one.  The four 
programs, that are handled under the library services and content management are the Federal 
depository Library program the cataloging indexing program and that is a bigger mandate the catalog 
and index thing program will we catalog all materials that's funded by the federal government and a 
close to be on what is distributed to the pod depository libraries so that is some people have that 
problem that distinction making the distinction between two different programs the CGP encompasses 
all that material the stuff that we distribute to the depository library and the stuff that is published but 
is not disseminated.  It's not confidential in nature.  Is the biblical God for record that exist and that's in 
the CGP and the international exchange service we do that in collaboration with the Library of Congress 
we distribute will government publications mostly the Congressional register, Congressional record the 
Federal Register and other key here is an Congressional documents and other key agency documents to 
libraries throughout the world that are have -- treaty with the United States for and since the national 
library of Australia, British library and interns in turn they provide the provide Library of Congress with 
documents from their government so we do that on behalf of the Library of Congress and we do that 
distribution out of the Laurel facility.  And there's the bylaw program and that's kind of a really small 
program that not very many people know about, but in the bottom of some laws and legislation it will 
save -- say the committee the wants the government publishing office to print an additional 100 copies 
or 200 copies and make those copies available to anybody in the public that wants them.  The public 
basically can write to GPO and we fill getting them a copy it doesn't happen much anymore the bylaw 
program is relatively small but it's a legislative way that government information gets out to anyone in 
the public that may want to copy.  



>>  Will's there's our general mission we talk about the mission the slide was up a couple times this 
morning but we support the four statutorily mandated programs and making sure that government 
information lifecycle management is performed for the various formats.  
>>  Here's a picture of the staff, at the main headquarters is not everybody because some people are 
camera shot or they decided not to be here that day or they were on telework that day so that is the 
group in many of those folks are here in the audience today.  Will that's also our main hallways and the 
old building on North Capitol we take up a huge block on North capital for those of you who have not 
been to North capital that is a 1906 building 1906 1911 1903 -- I've a picture in the office house close -- 
as part of the marble stair case that is there and we are lucky to have older parts of the building with us.  
>>  Here is program number one -- you all know what that is that's the Network of designated libraries 
that provides free public access to all the governing information products, provides free ready and 
permanent public access to things we send to you and here's the cataloging indexing the comprehensive 
index of all the publications that are issued in our -- system of access and system of record is the CGP 
the catalog it used to be the monthly catalog the printed catalog some of you still have monthly catalog 
copies in your libraries that as of 20 -- 2004 we didn't publish it anymore the printed versions and now 
of the CGP.  So any questions about that history -- international exchange service -- we still do send out 
some formats like CDs, some of these libraries but it's unlimited amount of titles we sent out to the 
international exchange library.  And it's fairly stable in the number of libraries internationally that the 
Library of Congress has treaties with so we occasionally at a few or take one off it is all throughout the 
world in rather fascinating.  And the bylaw of the two or more copies that are printed and sometimes 
we keep some of those copies in our warehouses for distribution and not receive some copy as well of 
our material through that arrangement.  
>>  Will so here's the intro organization of LSCM we -- office of Dir. -- and we decide which projects we 
will work on or that office and we work on the organizational structure of the staffing the budget the 
management the facilities part of LSCM we also do that social media distribute communications and are 
promotion and marketing of all the programs and specifically the FDLP program and under that 
organization, there's technical services the outreach and support and the projects in systems group and 
these are the folks that are Chiefs of those divisions and it will talk about that a little bit.  As we go 
forward.  Here's a picture of the LSCM organization there's a people missing on the photo that you 
probably heard their name but there's new faces there and we have Scott Pawley's -- Scott is here he is 
our writer editor he's helping with the marketing promotion of the program a lot of news alerts that you 
will see and George is not new to many of you but George is new to LSCM.  He is doing a dual role at this 
point in working with Robin on the FDLP Academy in some other projects is still serving as his role as 
GPO historian and working for Andy Sherman on any kind of project that comes his way plus a lot of the 
archival work that historian takes care of for GPO.  We are glad to have George and Scott with us this 
year.  
>>  The next is technical services and find will run through that quickly and on to the next.  Will  
>> Will 
>> Thank you, Laura my name is fungi out Chief technical services LPS is like Lori said is one of the three 
divisions and LSCM so what we do support of the superintendent of documents for programs mandated 
by title 44, and my staff I involved in all aspects of lifecycle management of federal government popular 
-- publications in all formats we identify a choir classifying catalog archive and preserve disseminate 
government publications and make them available through depository library in the general public.  
>>  To be more specific, we identify new online only resources and acquire tangible materials for 
shipment to FDL's so this includes scope determination of federal government publications for FDLP and 
we also do research and assigning classification numbers to federal publications answer cataloging also 
preparing and process tangible materials for shipment to libraries including preparation of print 
materials for microfiche conversion.  We also create daily depository shipping list.  We also have this and 



archive online versions of government publications be it in PDF format or in the pop version stashed or 
government website -- so we create pearls [ Indiscernible - heavy accent ] for these resources so if a 
plural URL ever changes from we GPO will make changes update the plural or redirect the link to the 
resources.  Then you do not have to do it.  So this will benefit the whole community.  This morning we 
just announced about adding explanatory public note to our history article URLs in our records so this 
comes [ Indiscernible - heavy accent ] when our outreach library going out and got questions and say 
some of you are actually updating the URL which we thought know this does not something you should 
do because a plural alone is how you will access the resource so when you click on the Pearl it takes you 
to the resource so for the URL that is what we use when we create the pearls so the URL is not a 
guarantee you will never change so it is there so we call it historic Pearl URL because we use it for 
creating pearls.  So if you ever use need to get to the resources use the Pearl so the URL is there just for 
reference.  We use it for creation but we are not maintaining that.  But we do maintain pearls.  There's 
announcement this morning [ Indiscernible - heavy accent ] catalog government publications according 
to national and international standards so already of course and also L-2 bcc policy statement and our 
own GPO cataloging guideline and GPO classification guidelines so yesterday we stand an hour and a 
half session on giving LPS update so we gave a little more details about how we are updating those 
guidelines.  We are also a member for TCC so making sure our data is part of the PCC data and making 
sure we data we create are really trusted and integrated valued in the global environment.  And we 
work in iOS and OCLC utilities we are one of the founding members of the OCLC Network and we are 
named one of the top 10 original categories by OCLC.  And the records we have available through CGP 
catalog of government publication OCLC through archive and all code the 39.50 -- and we are also 
member of the PLA Digital Library of America so we are the PLA 2014 so we partner with the PLA to 
access to increase access to government information so most recently we've also announced the 
availability of a GPO cataloging record through GPO data hub repository and I'm going to talk a little 
more later when I give you the briefing on our cataloging initiative.  
>>  So on collection development activities, we the hiring of our new collection department librarian -- 
Megan -- probably attending another session and also the submission of collection development 
working group so we increase our collection activities and working in providing scope documentation 
and GPO's system of online access collection development plan -- we are also actively reaching out to 
the agencies educating them on the FDLP program and opportunities to partner with GPO and working 
with Library of Congress working on a study they are doing a study for us to find out federal agency 
publication practices in the digital digital age there was a session this morning -- so they shared some 
preliminary findings from this research and this will help us to make informed decisions later on.  
>>  So from time to time, we also receive request for recalls and recent -- recently the Department of 
Defense requested that historic military registers containing PII should be strong with FDLP and thank 
you everyone for complying with the recall.  
>>  Here's a picture -- most of our library technical services team so -- [ Indiscernible - heavy accent ] 
hard to arrange where everyone was present and this is most of our staff members.  So that's all I have 
and I will turn it to Robin now and thank you,.  
>>  Good afternoon.  Third time is a charm and we will be done with the soon.  Robin Mohammed at GPL 
and so this is a lovely picture when we get to my picture by group is not so lovely we didn't do it in the 
same setting Kelly would say it's my fault because I don't like pictures.  Outreach and support -- this is 
the group that does outreach and support.  We visit libraries, we consult with libraries, we work with 
Lance comments and Bridget on request for participation and anniversary and other events and Kelly of 
course because we do periodic outreach to folks from -- reminding them of the ability to celebrate the 
time they came into the depository library and that is a lot of fun.  So this group is responsible for 
consultation, coordination, federal deposit library, I will scroll through more of these services for 
depository libraries -- we work with the cataloging record distribution program, we work with the 



Federal depository Library directory update, we provide assistance with descents and we are your go to 
folks for those, development of depository collections and relationship to I don't quite know what to do 
with this and I don't know who to talk to and usually my group is a first group that gets that request.  
>>  Lip guides and that is a pilot project has moved along well and I do a lot of ask GPO support.'s 
responsible for the legal requirements and program regulation in the administration of buying of survey 
which is the first-hand investigation of conditions of depository collection -- and mandated [ 
Indiscernible] and also we are the team responsible for the Academy working with others of course 
because it is total team effort.  The Webinars Webcast conferences and meeting coordination support 
thank you, Kelly Sievert -- thank you, Ashley for your work today and the FDLP exchange we have been 
working with Lisa Russell and everybody involved in that to bring that up and work on the training 
related to that.  And this is our group and you can see why I don't like my picture.  But we are missing 
Mr. George Barnum, he was shown and Lori's picture, and I will turn it now over to Anthony and don't 
worry I will be back with staff for you.  
>>  Nice picture, Robin.  The pink tops you stand out -- so a lot of those systems that Robin talked about 
and farm talked about projects and systems has a responsibility to develop implement and deployed 
systems and technology to support the program.  So fond in your area heavily relies on the ILS system 
Robin mentioned the FDLP exchange we will talk a little bit about that shortly so CRM as GPO projects 
systems was formed fairly recently it is relatively new.  It was formed as a unit in 2012 really with the 
idea of trying to bring together technology support.  Yes there is that project in there but a lot of these 
projects are technology-related projects.  Many of them are.  But that is our primary focus is to provide 
technology support.  I do have to control the slides.  Talk and walk and chew gum at the same time.  
>>  The division is responsible mainly for managing projects leading system development projects, 
incorporating strategic planning to support preservation as well as archival management requirements 
of the FDLP program.  
>>  Archival management team overseas the duties involved in establishing best practices for harvesting 
and archiving web content from federal agency sites relatively small team that has a fairly large 
responsibility.  The projects team provides -- management support for the many LSCM projects the team 
is instrumental in keeping LSCM projects on track and monitoring resource allocation so this is our 
project management group.  It does the work needed to move our projects through to completion.  
>>  Library systems -- team maintains the supports of the catalog -- US government of publications, and 
metal live FDLP, as well as the integrated library system and then finally there is the web content team 
that supports and maintains FDLP.gov, then Vince guide, to the US government and other related Web 
services and tools and I will talk more about that when I get another opportunity at the microphone.  
>>  There is our team.  How many of our folks are here? Could you stand? Project assistance? These are 
the people that do the heavy lifting.  I just want you all to be recognized.  
>>  [ Applause ]  
>> I'm going to do depository distribution -- our folks from the Laurel warehouse were here yesterday so 
they did not want to come a second day we have to get a van and it is a little distance for them to come.  
So the depository distribution area out at Laurel processes the boxes that you get in the separate 
shipments that you get and they do that for the FDLP and international exchange service.  They do all 
the claims fulfillment, that so if you have a claim under shipment those would be the folks that do that.  
They also do the agency recalls if an agency want something returned to GPO both the time we just ask 
you to destroy it or shredded but there's scenarios where we may ask you to return something in our 
Laurel facility will handle that.  They also do the initial preparation and receipt of material coming from 
either our plant where a lot of the hearings are printed or from private sector printers all over the 
country so they are receiving the bulk shipments of 800 or 1000 documents coming on a forklift or a big 
truck or semitruck that then they break down in prepared in put in your shipment.  That's what that 



group does and here is a picture of the small staff we used to have a fairly big step but now we're down 
to close to 10 and that is what the warehouse looks like in messy group at the warehouse.  
>>  
>>  Touvang -- back to Fong -- before I go on talk about our initiative I really want you to thank all the 
staff from LPS and LSCM thank you all very much for the wonderful great year and you are working hard 
and we have a good year.  So in order to make CGP as comprehensive as possible and to create a 
comprehensive inspector the compass of government publications and information products, we tried 
to have many records as possible into GBP CGP and we started to undertake national [ Indiscernible - 
heavy accent ] heard about it in the session from the previous years.  So this initiative we try to identify 
government publications and also pre-1976 titles not in CGP but those are -- program responsibility so 
to date more than 186 so to date more than 186,000 records have been transcribed and enhanced for 
historic titles and the work on transcription of the shelf list is 60% complete.  So the work is still 
continuing.  We are doing the test to make them available in OCLC and trying to do the testing now.  We 
are cataloging a collection of congressional prints and hearings from Kansas State University so the 
University did his collection of congressional material so we required it for cataloging so this effort we 
added 17,600 records of historic hearings and prints to CDP.  So in FY 17 we continued working with 
federal depository libraries and federal agencies to increase access to government publications.  So we 
continued working on the geographic records for USGS bulletins through the judge CGP added 5000 
records as a result of the partnership of University of Colorado Boulder and Colorado school of mines -- 
we also continued working on adding geographic records from the University of Montana 417 
see.classes and we are continuing processing and materials available on free share through partnership 
with the federal reserve bank of St. Louis.  So we wanted to thank our depository libraries in federal 
agencies who partner with us on these efforts.  So [ Indiscernible - heavy accent ] chat records available 
and probably already are aware of that we started making are cataloging records available on our [ 
Indiscernible] so a test file has been posted and later on each month by the 10th of each month we are 
going to load the new monthly records to the repository.  And also we have a group to records which is 
all the new records plus [ Indiscernible] those second group of records will be refreshed on the 
semiannual basis.  So hopefully you will take advantage of this service if you have any questions you can 
let us know.  Thank you very much.  And back to you again Robin.  
>>  Let's talk a bit about our all Region support JPO on the grow we did we were going we visited 39 
states and District of Columbia and 233 libraries in 2016.  2017 to date 34 states 210 libraries.  And what 
have we learned? Federal depository libraries need support from GPO especially as the coordinators in 
general have less time and resources to devote to their depository collection.  You all are doing more 
than just documents.  -- That came through clear.  GPO can help by improving the tools and services we 
offer our party libraries and by developing new avenues for additional customer service is.  So some of 
the things that we have learned and have put into place -- there was a Webinar on how to cite that was 
a specific request from one of our libraries and we have worked on with guys I will give you more info on 
that and a minute that was something that came across pretty clear -- and we also are working on 
updating and providing more quick handouts or go to how to do sheets.  I do want to share that we have 
those sheets and I think David mentioned them this morning, -- what to do if you have mold or water -- 
and what to do about access during these types of events.  These were put together as a result of nature 
acting out.  The last few weeks or so -- -- there's some additional topics that were left over from the 
presentation yesterday and I will have them put out after registration table and if you're interested in 
those and we still have some, take one please.  Otherwise you will find them on the preservation tab on 
FDLP.gov.  Okay so lip guides we worked on a pilot this last spring and on the guides everywhere we 
went we saw libraries using these and using them pretty effectively.  Somebody said why don't you do 
that? And it was like the why don't we so we did a pilot working with some libraries and staff to develop 
lip guides Proof of Concept idea.  One of the things we learned is that we have to be a little less strict on 



our lip guides we pretty much said has to be government documents, federal government documents, 
and what we found from many of our part is was is really hard to develop a federal only lip guide so 
what will be looking for in this next phase will be material that is predominantly federal publications.  
Also working with Karen who is not able to attend, but she made it clear from here very first day of 
participating in the pilot that it was essential that we adhere to Section 508 for accessibility and this is 
an area that we are working very strongly with as the legislative agency we do not have to adhere as 
closely as the executive branch for that, -- the lip guides are now live and I wish I had -- I didn't think of 
getting it until we came up here.  But this pilot is a pilot and will be open to everybody.  Vicki take here? 
In another area?  
>> [ Indiscernible - Participant too far from mic ]  
>> Lip guides.FDLP.gov thank you, Benjamin one of our team members -- and there'll be in 
announcement at 3:00 via email.  We are really excited about this because we think this is a way to 
share information with libraries that otherwise do not have opportunity or software to produce these 
resources and we look for your participation.  We would love to have your excellent lip guides also 
available through art -- our portal -- that's a lip guides in the group that worked it is like Anthony said it 
is a project which means we have people from the systems participating and people from Tech Services 
participating in people from my group and we are really excited.  We look for feedback on that if you 
have the opportunity, take a look at it.  For the FDLP Academy, during FY 17, we conducted facilitated 
and/or developed 113 virtual events, total attendance for the virtual meetings you saw Lori that 
exceeded 4900 participants -- the Webinar archives in FY 17/3900 attended the virtual session including 
titles such as introduction to classification which is Vicki confronting this information how libraries can 
assist the patrons in the digital information age and government information on the Great American 
clips and believe me we wanted to have a little talk with NASA and got that stuff out earlier next time 
but we were excited to get to see it come anyway.  We look forward and for work related to the archive 
of this group working on reorganizing it because that list of entries is getting very very long.  So look for 
that as we go through this next year.  So the most popular program in the Academy is FDLP certificate 
program -- we had 152 request for the fall 2017 program -- and we filled the two cohorts with 25 people 
each.  So we plan to offer it again early next year, let me share that the way we went about filling that 
was people that had applied and not gone in last time got the first choice.  And we took the folks that 
were applying for the first time -- so we'll use the same process again and hopefully working our way 
down.  The new deposit libraries Institute was held last month 920 -- 9/21 with attendance ranging from 
40 to 54 attendees -- the total of 63 unique attendees participated.  The average number of sessions 
attended was three.  
>>  So the programs you can review the FDLP coordinator certificate program and the new to depository 
library and Institute on the FDLP Academy archive so if you were not able to get in, you have an 
immediate need, take a look at that and also give outreach and support a call either drop us an email 
FDLP outreach@GPO.gov or the shared line 20251211 202-512-1119 -- and we will be glad to talk with 
you.  There are so many folks in the community.  The survey for 2017 -- 20 will start October 23 through 
November 30 -- and it started 20 years ago via the World Wide Web before that we had some of the 
things that were handwritten feeling and there was Scantron one or two years -- those things are being 
digitized.  Scantron should be interesting the digital format.  I think we unearth the question though 
Ashley -- update for the cataloging record distribution program -- is the current number of participating 
libraries right now is 165 and it's an increase of 30 libraries over the last fiscal year, and the number of 
libraries which left was five.  And what we are finding is that it's a great program for middle and large 
institutions, for small institutions it can be difficult and the five that left decided they were going to 
selectively the catalog.  -- The records they are needing from our new electronic title -- it was an 
introduction and reminder for all those folks that they just didn't have the technical experience 
generally to make it seamless.  -- I wanted to share that we have two new libraries that came in last 



fiscal year and -- a consortium library and Alaska and Fort Stockton in Fort Stockton Texas and we are in 
the process of finishing up new admissions for Miles city in Montana, and just arrived isn't library in 
Arkansas public library in Arkansas and there are two pending -- says there pending I will say the names 
but give the area -- Staten Island and have one or two and we have another interested one in North 
Dakota.  So that is the update for outreach and support.  If you have any questions related to any of 
that, the 512-1119 number works or email us thank you,.  
>>  Robin thank you, for reiterating the across unit collaboration for these projects it's an important part 
of the things we do and I know is not different for you all in libraries -- it works the same way we start 
with my experience in my work in the library that is how we get things done.  I wanted to also mention 
our good friends and PST who are here and we often work hand-in-hand with them on many projects.  
They are such an important part of this program so I want to recognize those folks that are sitting out 
there.  In FDLP exchange happens to be a great first example of a collaborative effort.  It is our first 
product of what we are referring to as our next generation system which we call -- library services 
system or Al SS and I will keep saying that every time I get up.  It will sink and eventually -- the FDLP 
exchange where we are super excited and proud that some of you may have seen Lisa Russell's 
presentation yesterday evening -- Lisa are you here? And any other project team members that are here 
that served on the project -- Melissa -- Fairfield -- Lisa are the only to hear at present and they did some 
phenomenal work and I just wanted to recognize them for that.  We rolled out the training site 
yesterday.  It was something that many had been asking for.  They had been asking for something they 
could get their hands on.  We had provided the training sessions and virtual training sessions but a lot of 
you were very interested in actually getting an opportunity to drive the news shiny car and so I think we 
felt that was a great next step was to create and I will call it a sandbox.  It is an opportunity for you to be 
able to go in and get familiar with the system and not have to worry about breaking anything -- so you 
can try out a future -- of a few approaches in a few different things and we will gracefully move into the 
production at the right time.  When we feel that we are ready -- we have things we have to learn on our 
end as well and we are trying to figure out in trying to understand and recognize certain data patterns 
that we are seeing come in and how we handle those sorts of things, -- batch processing from your 
library into the system is something we want to look closely at and make sure that we get that right.  So 
we are going to be doing a bit of analysis during this sort of transition period.  We will actually end up 
with for instance is in the other three are being worked on now and stood up and those are two of the 
three you will never see.  So there is a test him since that will have in place to support our development 
and a development system as well.  In addition to what you'll be using ultimately which will be the 
production server --  
>> About the exchange for now -- let me move on to the CGP enhancement and we also got a chance to 
stop and on Patricia do plant and here presentation -- her presentation which draws a very good crowd -
- and for good reason.  Patricia has intimate knowledge and Patricia if you don't mind wave your hand so 
everybody knows who Patricia is -- she has been doing this for a number of years now and is an excellent 
custodian of our CGP and talked a bit about a number of the new enhancements that we introduced this 
year.  That included -- we have -- we are in our 10th anniversary and we had a new look and feel for the 
CGP this year and we are hoping that something navigation will work a little more seamlessly for you as 
you are using the CGP -- there's a couple new catalog to search pages -- we have the government in 
books and FDLP Web Archive -- are two of the new catalog search pages.  There's also has been a few 
new enhancements and updates to metal lip resources and also FDLP -- has a number of new fields and 
functionality and hopefully you had a chance to sit in on Patricia was presentation to get all the details 
on that.  
>>  Let me move on to the FDLP.gov.  And what is happening there -- there's been a lot of back and work 
happening with FDLP and really quite honestly a lot of our services.  I want to come back to that at the 
end because that is really addressing what is happening with this next generation LSS environment and 



the kind of activities that we have been heavily engaged in over the course of the past 18 to 24 months.  
But the FDLP has also been enhanced -- probably one of the primary features that we've added to this 
year is the preservation tab to really consolidate all of our information, tools and resources associated 
with preserving the collection.  I am sure David provided an overview of that and his session earlier 
today.  A couple other enhancements that we have added are we created a side menu on pages with 
significant content for easier navigation.  There's been some fixes to web tech notes, as well -- what's 
interesting when I look at the data is that the FDLP when I look@thedataisthattheFDLP.gov had over 
127,000 site visitors in 2017 it doesn't sound like a whole lot but keep in mind this site has a very 
focused audience.  The interesting thing -- it is nearly 4 times the number of visits from 2016.,  What are 
we doing differently? Why are we getting so much more traffic? I'm asking you all for answers and I'm 
curious what is it that is driving four times as much traffic to the site? One last thing I will say about FDA 
-- FDLP.gov is as part of the LSS strategy, we have started planning sessions around the next generation 
FDLP.gov.  We are very early in that process.  Hopefully by spring I'll be able to share a little bit more 
about what you can expect in that regard.  Finally on this slide, then sky has seen some several new 
enhancement and one of which is the inclusion of optimization for mobile as well as some improved 
navigation functionality as well.  
>>  The projects team as well as -- another example of one of these highly collaborative kind of efforts -- 
that involve so many different groups and people -- is the creation of new content to be ingested in ST 
sex and services development managers not here --, preservation certainly plays a key role and our folks 
with PST are vital to the success of this -- we are right now working as you all know on the Congressional 
record and we currently have back to 1920 available with additional volumes coming soon the Federal 
Register we now have available back to 1980 online -- as well as the GPL style manual has been made 
available the 2016 version and a few other things that we are continuing to add.  Just a couple quick 
points about Web Archive in because I mentioned earlier that the group people that work on all of this 
and work on this harvesting effort for web content is pretty small.  My folks primarily developed some 
strategic planning and established the operational methodologies for conducting web archiving and 
some of lungs group folks staff are involved in web archiving as well but we currently have 12 TB of 
content archived through the web harvesting process and it is only going to continue to grow at an 
exponential rate and I think is one of those things that we recognize here will need to look more closely 
at how to scale moving forward as we -- has more content is being published to be on the web.  JPL 
partnerships -- can't say JPL partnerships without saying Suzanne venues for setting over on the side 
there -- good year for partnerships and I think a lot of this as Suzanne I think you'll agree is a result of 
the libraries who have stepped forward to agree to be digital of our preservation students -- stewards 
and we currently have 10 libraries that have signed up formal agreements to preserve content within 
their libraries.  I also have to mention the new partnership categories -- and essentially there are 4+1 
and there's the preservation stewards, there's digital preservation stewards and digital content 
providers and cat and -- the fifth this other -- and we want to hear what ideas you have the on those 
four things and I think we want to leave that open for new ideas and as things change moving forward 
we can adapt and move quickly with change.  Trusted digital repository -- we also Jessica, you may have 
seen here session she did an update session on the trusted digital repository audit and IM clipping -- TDR 
is a priority for Dir. Vance? And Jessica T was brought in as expert in this area to lead us provide 
leadership in this area pursuing ISO 16363 certification and if you attended here session yesterday I'm 
sure she mentioned where we are in that process right now.  We do have and RSP out which does -- 
request for proposals -- remember not to use so many acronyms -- but there is a request for proposal 
out on Fed Biz-ops which is all sources when you put something on Fed Biz-ops it goes anybody can 
submit a proposal -- it actually closes Friday I believe Jessica -- is that correct Jessica -- she is in the back -
- we want to recognize you for all your contributed.  I had the date right -- I am not doing too bad -- so 
after Friday we should be able to begin the work of doing the proposal of valuations and make a 



selection and -- the way the process works is we do the evaluations make a selection, create an award 
and have a kickoff meeting with the vendor and so we are getting close to the stage where we can 
actually begin the audit work.  
>>  Last thing I wanted to mention which I kind of have covered which are the preservation guidance 
and activities -- there's been a lot of work over the past 12 months in this area.  And just want to 
recognize and thank our preservation librarian David Wallace and Jessica has been great help with our 
preservation efforts and there are two documents that have gone a guidance document that has gone 
up in case you haven't seen that the new preservation tab on FDLP.gov contributing digital content and 
this is something that the community has been asking for for quite some time now and what are the 
specifications -- that's now available on FDLP.gov and addition to that are the packaging requirements 
for submission to fences info but both of those documents are available and we are available if you have 
questions about anything you see there.  I believe we actually have a designated email address which is 
available on the preservation page where -- that you can contact if you have any questions related to 
any of these issues.  Robin mention the disaster planning and those documents are also available on 
that page and another activity where we came together to address that issue are of immediate concern.  
So I will -- I think I am done.  Thank you,.  
>>  Good afternoon everyone.  For those of you who have not met me at my name is Kelly Seaford and 
my role at GPO falls into three categories -- mass communication, to our library promotion of FDLP, and 
helping to produce this event in the spring event that the two conferences we do each year.  So just 
briefly today I wanted to talk to about some resources for promoting FDLP and if you were in my session 
this morning one thing as stated was we know that you where 1000 hats and we know that promoting 
the library falls at the bottom of your priority list understandably -- but we do have a lot of resources 
available to you to help you do that now because public service begins with public awareness.  So if your 
patrons don't know all that you have to offer, then your items will like it used.  So we do offer under the 
requirements and guidance tab on FDLP.gov it's at the top of every single page we have up promotion 
tab -- and that page lists a whole variety of resources.  Number one you can order free tangible 
promotional items that you can use in your library.  This year we've added several new things to the list.  
For example we've added new Ben's guide/we've added new CGP pencils and we recently had a new 
constitution day packet that a hope you guys take advantage of we will bring that back next year as well.  
In addition to the tangible items we do offer digital items for download images that you can use on your 
websites in and social media, as screensavers your library are also on display screens in your library.  
Another thing we offer in the way of promotion is guidance.  We offer tips and best practices for 
promoting your library for celebrating your anniversary, and then recently we launched a new inventory 
of obsolete promotional items.  And that is helpful because we have lots and lots and lots of brochures 
and items that of been out for years and sometimes we cycle through those URLs become obsolete 
information becomes old and outdated.  We like everyone to look at that inventory and kind of refresh 
the item 11 your library.  
>>  Another promotional offering that we've just started is the facilitation of idea exchange for and very 
often we all get emails about look at this new display we put up, look at the things that we hosted for 
our anniversary over constitution day, and the information was coming to us and it looks very and we 
were excited about it so we wanted to be able to share that with the community at large so we have the 
Constitution Day page that has galleries of photographs from all your celebrations, and we also have a 
celebrating December holiday gallery that does the same thing we get tons and tons of photographs in 
December of all the different festive displays that you guys put up your we also mentioned my session 
this morning that next year we are going to spend some of our galleries and put up and anniversary 
gallery.  The wonderfully fast that you put on for your anniversary are fabulous and we want to be able 
to share those in facilitate more idea exchange there as well.  And that is it for promotion.  As far as our 
communication tools go -- we generally have two formal lines of communication.  Number one is the 



email alerts that you receive from us.  We do ask that one person from every depository sign up to 
receive the FDLP news and events email alert but generally the coordinator but the more the merrier.  
We want anyone and everyone who wants to have access to these announcements be able to do so.  
We put out things like Webinar announcements, special event announcements, we also put out calls to 
action if there's a recall of the biennial survey -- so things like that that are important requirements of 
the program and also enhancements such as our Webinars indoor events.  That is the one official 
channel.  Also that come from FDLP.gov on the other official channel that's where you get all your 
guidance and access to all the tool to help you manage your depository and collections.  We also have 
some informal channels -- the first is that the FDLP connection newsletter and we put that out and show 
case libraries in the newsletter we showcase new partners in the newsletter, any special projects we are 
working on and give developments and talk about enhancements that we made.  So I say it's unofficial 
because never will we announce something vital and brand-new for the first time in the connection 
newsletter.  We don't want to feel like you have to keep up with the email alerts you have to 
look@FDLP.gov every day you have to subscribe to the newsletter the newsletter is a complementary 
product at that we want to offer you to offer you additional information.  So that's why we say it's an 
informal channel.  And finally social media -- we work with GPO's office of public relations who run all 
GPO's a social media channels and we work to get the FDLP and your libraries represented on our 
channel so that we can promote you guys to our larger audience for GPS.  And that covers it for me and 
back to Lori -- at the very last slide is my contact information -- if you have things you want have done 
they want to share and participate in the idea exchange or you want -- your information showcased on 
social media please contact me thank you,.  
>>  We highlighted most of the key important things but there's a lot of things that of gone on in 2017 
that we have not even touched on.  Just to remind everybody we did this in 2017 with a hiring freeze, 
with a possible government shutdown one or two, and intentionally a new administration so we have a 
lot of those things at the back of our minds but look at all the things we accomplish so I have to say I 
really really proud of all the things that LSCM and folks in the 2.organization of done this year with the 
assistance is as Anthony says PST thank you, other organizations and human capital acquisition we could 
not have made it to the point where we are in many these projects without the help of other folks in 
GPO so it has been a very productive year as far as I'm concerned.  What is going on now in 2018 -- we 
always start out in October and have a list of things we want to get to.  Now then all of a sudden what 
happens title 44 -- who knew how will we be able to do that and work on that part with all the other 
projects Desha will be a challenge but this group and this group out here and the rest of GPO they are 
always up for it.  I have to say they really do step up to the plate.  They are willing to take on all kinds of 
things.  Really appreciate that folks.  Here are some things that we had on our calendar to take and FY 
18 so we will be doing these in addition to anything that comes down our way of a title 44 that some of 
those which could be very very big projects so let's stick with what we know at this point that we think 
we can get done.  Of course we have the FDLP exchange, in the production mode we are on the training 
site now with the production mode that will be the first thing hopefully the first quarter of FY 18 -- we 
have more preservation stored and new partners and already have quite a few that I've talked to 
Suzanne are ready while we are here in the conference -- we are also going to be working with Kelly and 
here staff and her team on some new marketing approaches and better ways to promote the 
preservation stored program and some outreach things and talk also about the priority collections of 
things we are looking for and for preservation stored spirit we talked in previous meetings about some 
pilot projects and we are hoping to start working on some of those pilot projects related to conditioned 
assessment inventory cataloging preservation projects may be digital deposit that came up today -- so or 
on that coming but we are looking at some doing some pilot projects in those areas.  Anthony touch 
briefly on the FDLP.gov reorganization we have already been starting some of that was some little 
tweaks here and there but we are going forward with the full-fledged plan based on what we heard 



through the work practice study so other comments from you and we are working on that and one thing 
we have not touched on at all at conference most of these other things that we are in the process of 
working on or finishing or bringing to the goalpost we have not talked about is we are getting ready to 
start a new project to a place to replace the ask GPO tool asks GPO will not go away.  The infrastructure 
tool that we are using is going to be replaced.  So that is a massive massive project that we are just in 
the process of having to kick off meeting with our vendor in a couple weeks.  So you will hear more 
about that probably in the spring meeting but it is not that not getting rid of ask GPO just the 
infrastructure and live lip guides is ready to roll out as production were it is -- that change in the last 
couple of days so is one of the things we are going to be doing.  We will continue to go on our library 
visits till the money runs out or somebody tells us not to.  We really enjoyed those visits or we get a lot 
out of the visits and Robin had positive things to say about going out to visit -- I'm tired of being in 
airports or my back hurts from the beds at the hotels but those are the other side of going out to visit 
you and we really -- I enjoy visiting and I know your staff does also and we are glad to do that to come to 
your institution to see what is going on.  We have of course new offerings for the FDLP Academy, we are 
always looking to improve and as Robin said we will be looking at the webpages because now we have 
so many offerings it is hard to navigate through all the different archived Webinars and we will work on 
the organization of that for better use.  We also plan on the LSCM staff and other staff in the sue DOC 
organization being an attending a lot of meetings and classes sessions conferences we are signed up for 
midwinter so you will see as out and about as a money continues or we are allowed to travel and we will 
be out and willing to come to anniversaries and celebrations in lot of our other organizations that week 
think we need to be at the table and so you usually will see somebody from GPO at all these different 
meetings in attendance.  We continue to plan to do that.  We are planning for the spring virtual meeting 
and talked about that so as soon as we get back there'll be more information about that.  And we forgot 
to add on this is the TDR audit but at the remind us about that should be conducted in of FY 2018 -- I 
missed it didn't mean to -- sorry to be -- and most of this stuff all the stuff will be announced on the 
news alerts or by contacting us or asking something through ask GPO and we have a lot on our plates 
and we will have probably a lot more on our plate with title 44 things coming forward so we look 
forward to keeping you informed about all the things we are working on.  So thank you,.  And we are 
ready for questions then? Feel free to ask us any questions or ask about a project we haven't talked 
about -- virtual folks --  
>> Somebody's asking about the lip guides can in the FDL copy lip guys to their sites?  
>> This is Robin Mohammed please that was the idea behind it is making them available to be used as 
they need to be used.  
>>  I added a contact slide as well.  
>>  No questions --? Something we didn't talk about?  
>> Just one complement -- Gavin Smith -- from the U.S. Senate library -- one complement and one 
question I complement is on the filling claimed items I haven't had to do that very often in the times I 
have it has been fulfilled very quickly so thank you for that.  And my question is -- somewhat related to 
that is about the microfiche that there seems to have been delays and I don't think we are the only ones 
that have been slow in getting some of those, if you could speak to that about when we can expect to 
see the rest of the FY 17 microfiche and maybe if we should start claiming some of them as well some of 
the later ones -- thank you,.  
>>  I think I will take that complement back to Tony's folks at the Laurel facility and -- I don't want to 
miss and have fun answer the question in case I miss something  
>> I know my staff have been working closely with Stephen sending a fresh sheet about Congressional 
publications that are available on [ Indiscernible - heavy accent ] working closely with you and thank 
you, for sending the spreadsheet to us.  In terms of microfiche -- I know one of my supervisors Caroline 
and she got some information from our staff who deals with that contract.  So with microfiche as we 



know there are not a lot of vendors out there.  Where we have the contract and when we have quality 
issues, we have to find another vendor so that was a delay and Caroline do have anything to add?  
>> [ Indiscernible - Participant too far from mic ]  
>> I will repeat it.  So we have when there's quality issues we have to have the contract -- that explains 
why [ Indiscernible - heavy accent ] the main issue here.  
>>  This is Laurie, if I had my way I shouldn't say this but I would really like to not have microfiche one of 
those things that we could -- brought that discussion of many times and maybe that is something I 
would like to do in 2018 to work on that again but with all the other prior sizes back that might not be 
one of them but I think that's one of the things we would really like to deal with at some particular point 
in time.  
>>  Why not 2018?  
>>  
>>  University of Kentucky libraries I will speak for Barbie Selby on that particular point however -- 
regional has a problem with getting rid of microfiche as an option because a lot of them have selected 
fish instead of paper here so Barbie IA have doubts -- I have doubts -- microfiche is when you have load 
into this camera -- when you load your historical shelf records into OCLC I'm going to automatic -- not 
automatically set regional holdings on those are you?  
>> No.  
>>  That was [ Indiscernible] [ Indiscernible - Multiple speakers ]  
>> If the question comes to you in the shower tonight or on your flight home or while you're watching 
trashy TV, just please send us an email or here is our email at GPO or send us and ask GPO questioner 
find is we still have one couple hours today and we are here until noon tomorrow.  Any grant questions -
- that's kind of hard to answer some of those questions because we are still in the initial discussions.  
Grant comments it is like and if we had money or if we got permission -- IFM been -- if and then -- has 
Anthony mention we have plans and FY 18 to do some investigation some further discussions with I am 
LS with in general what something like that would a project or program like that would look like --  
>> Anybody else have a question? Going once, going twice, Texas move, sold,  
>> [ Applause ]  
>> They sell houses and move -- we are having a good time.  
>>  Am I the only one that watches that trash?  
>> Pickup houses in Texas and move them --  
>> Thanks for using WebEx  
>> [ Event Concluded ]  
>> 


